
AN ARGUMENT AGAINST THE BANNING OF BOXING

This article examines the issues surrounding the question: Should boxing be banned? and looks at the arguments for
and against that are used.

Experienced and outstanding boxers are themselves aware of the risk, difficult as it may be for them
eventually to call a halt. More important is the way boxing offers a way out of poverty for working class boys.
Often those around the boxer do very well at his or her expense. It is not a gentle or easy death because there
is not a type of death which can called gentle in the world. It also gives young people self-defense skills and
can increase self-esteem, including the ability to defend themselves if physically assaulted. Arguments For and
Against Banning Boxing Updated on March 12, more Since completely university in England, Paul has
worked as a bookseller, librarian and freelance writer. Summarize the arguments in favor of the ban on
tobacco advertising in India. The people against mixed martial arts have had many arguments against the sport
in the early to mid 90s. Top amateur boxers will wish to train full-time, which can only be done by turning
professional. Soccer has already done the right thing by replacing heavy leather balls with lighter
plastic-coated ones. Ingemar Johansson and Floyd Pattersson  But before we decide whether this is the right
response, we should consider what attracts people to participate in and watch high-risks spectacles such as
boxing. Yes, I do! Every year both amateur and professional boxers die in matches. As well as things like
exercise and diet, it also informs young people when, and when not to fight, emphasizing the need for
establishing mental control as well as physical. Even successful champions e. Major traumatic injuries,
frequently to the head and face, are also much more common in motor sports, cycling, skiing, hockey and
equestrian activities than in boxing. I remember the horror as Michael Watson was stretchered out of the ring.
Make something of yourself. Schools are introducing non-contact boxing to improve academic attainment and
behaviour in class. Though the risks of injury in boxing are significant, boxers are aware of the realities of
their sport and are more than adequately compensated for these by the big purses at stake in fights. This was
because when mixed martial arts first started there was little to no rules. Yes, boxing has risks. After reading
the case the main arguments in favor of the tobacco advertisement ban are the following: Regarding the legal
aspect, the government has international precedents that support his decision of banning the tobacco
advertisement: courts of Belgium and France have endorsed the decision of banning the advertisements saying
that the ban wasn 't unconstitutional and it was looking for the protection of the citizens ' health Finally,
amateur boxing is not without its critics - even at the Olympics there have been many scandals over biased
scoring and the way the game is regulated. Having different weight divisions Lightweight, Middleweight,
Heavyweight, etc. The face is cut and bruised by direct impacts, but damage to the brain is caused largely by
rotational acceleration of the cerebral cortex around the much smaller midbrain and spinal cord. Boxing has to
have stricter rules than other sports because it is so much more dangerous. Back then and still today mixed
martial arts have been the subject of arguable political debate. There are injuries that occur accidentally in
other sports, but in boxing causing a head injury in the form of a "knockout" to your opponent is actually one
of the main objectives. Before one attempts to partake in sports it is important for one to build body capital,
gaining habitus is a sign of readiness to participate in sports Wacquant 


